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emotional involvement and active participation often places
them in the fray of transference-countertransference enact-
ments. This, says Ginot, enhances the holding environment
for both people.

Relational theory, which came out of the contemporary
American psychoanalytic milieu, is based on Atwood and
Stolorow's (1984) work on subjectivity. "The relational-
perspectivist approach . . . views the patient-analyst relation-
ship as continually being established and re-established
through ongoing mutual influence in which both patient and
analyst systematically affect, and are affected by, each other"
(Aron, 1996, p. 77). Owen Renik (1993), who invented the
rather appealing concept of the therapist's "irreducible
subjectivity," emphasized the part the therapist's personality
plays in the ongoing mutual dialogue with patients. The
couples therapist is always in the mix, and their subjectivity
can become the topic of at least limited discussion, con-
siderably more so than in individual work; hence, as I said in
the Preface, there is a noticeable lack of sleepy countertrans-
ference reactions.

The relational idea that both the transference and the
counter-transference are re-constructed is very relevant here -
but in couples work, the "co" includes three people, instead
of two, thereby making for an incredibly rich and productive
therapeutic engagement. These issues will be discussed in
more detail in the chapters that follow.

To summarize, although I usually formulate a couple's
problems using parts of the variety of psychoanalytic theories
described in this chapter, my technique is a curious mixture;
at times, I use classically-oriented interpretation, at other
times, I am more completely in the mix in a contemporary/
relational mode. Being free to move in and out, when close
attunement to the couple advises, is helpful for the clarifica-
tion and interpretation of issues, and for role modelling,
containment, and safe holding in this complex arena. Each
partner can learn to provide a good-enough container, hold-
ing environment, and selfobject relationship for the other,
just as the therapist provides these functions for the couple.

Chapter 2

Getting started: the first three
sessions

-\
"No heroic measures."

Copyright © The New Yorker Collection 1998 Mike Twohy from
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To understate it, seeing a couple for the first time is a chal-
lenging experience for most therapists. The situation of three
separate individuals, sometimes with three different agendas,
makes for some remarkable permutations and combinations.

As mentioned in the Preface, there are many ways to work
with couples, both in terms of theory and technique. Some-
times conjoint therapy, with two therapists, is the method of
choice; or the same therapist will see one partner individually
once in a while throughout the treatment as the perceived
need arises. I find that one therapist seeing both partners all
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the time is the least muddy and most efficacious way to
proceed. The complications that potentially arise from the
two-therapist-two-patient combo are, at the least, confusing.
And the practice of seeing one partner individually during
couples treatment not only affects the transference (and
countertransference), often irreparably, but speaks to a
grandiosity that I am not prepared to consciously acknowl-
edge. As well, it takes the action away from the relationship,
leads to partner-bashing, or "I've got a secret," and, para-
doxically, leaves the therapist in a position of decreased power
in the couples session.

My physical set-up consists of my desk chair moved to face
the two therapy chairs; the couple sit at an angle, partly
facing each other and partly facing me. I start by noticing
how a couple have settled in to the waiting room when I go
to invite them in: Carol and Bob were involved in a heated
discussion about who would attend their son's parent-
teacher's night; Lisa and Eric were sitting in silence; Anne
was on her Blackberry and Michael was immersed in reading
the New Yorker.

Presenting problems

Unless they are in extreme emotional crisis, after the first
greetings and name and address taking (the therapist cannot
assume that the couple have the same last name or live at the
same address), I usually begin by saying: "I'm going to ask
each one of you why you wanted to come for therapy. It
doesn't matter to me who starts, because you're both going
to have a turn. So, who would like to begin?"

Hearing that each individual will have a turn limits the
"after-you, Alphonse" tendency. Usually one partner says:
"Let her/him talk first. She/he's the one who wanted to
come." Or: "She/he's the one with all the complaints." Hear-
ing the tip of the iceberg of the relationship problems from
each partner's perspective takes the whole first session. I let
them know that I will be taking notes during this and the
following two sessions. I usually start with a full sixty-minute
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session; wi th some couples, we move to a m u t u a l l y a
ninety minutes.

The odd couple

Mirella and Nick, an I tal ian couple in the i r early th i r l i e s , were
strongly attracted to each other when they met in high school.
Because Nick was three years her senior, Mirella's parents
would not allow them to date until both were working. They
were married when Mirella was 20 and Nick was 23, straight
from their parents" homes, and finally were able to have
unrestricted sexual activity. Their sex life was always passion-
ate and mutually satisfying; in fact, when they came for
therapy after ten years of marriage and two children, they said
that their sex life was still great, though infrequent.

In the first session, Mirella said the main reason they were
here was that Nick needed anger management. "He puts me
down, humiliates me in public with the kids; he yells at the
kids and calls them names. He's never hurt me, but he once
shoved me. We can't communicate. You can't have a con-
versation with him." Nick said, "We don't know how to fight
with each other. I'm just raising my voice. If I say something
she doesn't like, she walks out of the room. I've changed a
lot. I can't be myself anymore." They had been to couples
therapy twice before for short periods of time and had not
found it helpful, except that they were told not to argue in
front of the children, which they had tried to avoid. Nick
described Mirella as "soft, a push-over, who's teaching our
son to be a sissy." Mirella described Nick as "rigid and
yelling all the time. He has to have his way." Almost all their
fights were about Nick's extreme concern with tidiness in the
home, and Mirella's disorganization, hence Nick's referring
to them as Oscar and Felix, the odd couple.

It's not me, it's you

Rita and Stan, a couple in their late sixties in a second
marriage for both, started their first session with Rita's loud
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complaints and direct blaming of Stan. "I was divorced for
one year, his wife died of cancer. We met three months later.
We both wanted to be married again but it's become a
horrible relationship. It's his ego - he reacts a lot to any put-
downs. Partly because he's a holocaust survivor. He inter-
rupts when I'm watching the news. He reads to me when I'm
reading. We have problems with money. I have money - he
doesn't contribute anything. I've always earned two to three
times more than him. Every time we fight, he runs to his kids
and tells them. His kids hate me - I said: where's your
loyalty. I've lost respect for him . . ." and so on. She
described herself as "spewing venom," but always as a justi-
fiable reaction to Stan. These complaints went on for more
than half of our first session, until I interrupted to invite
Stan, who had been sitting quietly and smiling, to offer some
comments.

Stan defended himself at first: "Rita has said things that
are only partly true. I do the cooking and the shopping. I was
in a high position in management for ten years"; and then
started blaming Rita: "She has a lot of money and she's very
tight. She's generous to her children because she feels guilty
about the break-up of her marriage. She interrupts when I'm
on the phone with my children. One time when she was
screaming at me, I thought I was having a heart attack. So I
told my son about it." When I asked about his smiling
during Rita's opening comments, he said: "I'm not a hostile
person. I like things to be happy." On further reflection, he
could agree that it might also be a sign of anxiety about
being here and anticipating the exposure of their interaction.

For months after this session, this couple seemed to express
only anger and hatred to each other. The constant fights and
abuse described from home, and which they demonstrated to
me in the sessions, made me wonder why they would stay
together. These partners could not live together in peace, but
were unable to live apart. The triangulation of the adult
children into their interaction demonstrated each partner's
tendency toward overinvolvement and enmeshment. The
blame-defence mode of interacting that was such an integral
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part of t h i s couple's way of communicat ing w i i h each o i h e i
resisted interpretation for a long inuc, as il served :,o n u m
functions in ( h e i r relationship, t h e most ohvious l > r i n r
conflicts around i n t i m a c y and a b a n d o n m e n t in iwo l o n e l \
ageing adults who had fell m i s t r ea t ed , u n n u r t u r e d , and hence
untrusting, a lot of Ihcir lives. In add i t ion , the persistence oi
the angry, blaming stance represented a defence against
the possibility that one or the other may actually have been
able to meet their partner's needs, which had gone unmet for
so long, and this may have been felt unconsciously as too
painful to bear.

After each partner has had their beginning say, if the other
has not already joined in, I ask them to respond to what
they've heard. Some of the initial politeness seen in most
couples begins to fall away at this point, as they hear either
old complaints or new information. A partner may feel
embarrassed or angry. Often one individual will cry, some-
times out of hopelessness, sometimes because they have been
hurt (again) by the way their partner describes the relation-
ship, sometimes with relief at being listened to by someone
who wants to understand.

At this time, usually the therapist can begin to get a sense
of the individual agendas: not only the reasons for coming,
but whether both partners want the relationship to continue,
or one is secretly hoping to end it. The amount of anger and
bitterness in the room, how long this is sustained, and by
whom, is an important indicator. If the complaints appear to
be unyielding and are coming from only one partner, if one
partner is cold when the other is emotional (crying or angry),
if one partner humiliates the other in a sadistic manner about
characteristics that are impossible to change, these are indi-
cators that this partner may have already made a decision to
end the relationship.

Sometimes it takes quite a few sessions, but often the
therapist can tell in the first session that one partner wants
out, and this is the motivation for therapy, i.e. they hope the
therapist will quickly see how dysfunctional the relationship
is and will help to end it, or that one partner will be able to
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tell the other that they want to separate in the therapist's
presence. In this latter scenario, the partner who wants to
leave imagines that the other will be taken care of by the
therapist, so that he or she can get out with less guilt. Some
people come for couples therapy because individual therapy
is too threatening. The motivation for others is to expose a
"sick" partner to a therapist. The hope here is that the
therapist will spot the problematic partner and recommend
individual treatment, thereby confirming who's the sick one,
and also make the sick partner into a better partner.

The content of the material in the early sessions is another
gauge of how the work will go. If there have been in-law or
familv problems, one must consider whether they are such
that one individual has so insulted the other's family, or vice
versa, that one partner has to make a choice between family
and spouse. That choice can be used as a way out of the
relationship. In the case of Lisa and Eric, introduced in the
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last chapter, the conflict with Lisa's mothe r was p o i r n i i . i l l v
fatal to their relationship, and c e r t a i n l y could have Uvn
employed as an exit strategy if c i t h e r pa r lne i were p l a m i i i i r
this. However, although Lisa sometimes i l e l e m l e d I H I
mother, she actually agreed with Eric's pos i t ion , I n - l i n r
that the worst provocations had been ins t iga t ed l > \ l u - i
mother. Her love for Eric and her fear of losing hei p a i e n l s
put Lisa in the middle of a painful tug-of-war. Eric, sens i t ive
to this, did not want to break up their f a m i l y u n t i l he was
sure that Lisa could not work this out.

An outside affair, which may or may not be raised in the
first session, can affect the therapy throughout, even if there
is some indication that it might be "forgiven" enough for the
other partner to trust again. Therapists need to ask them-
selves: does the straying partner really want to terminate the
relationship and continue the affair; or do they want to use
the therapy to demonstrate why they had the affair - i.e.
because their partner is so unappealing, nagging, controlling

- and thereby get agreement and redemption from the
therapist? Did the other partner come for therapy because
they wanted a forum in which to punish the offending
partner; or to exhibit themselves as the poor victim?

My experience has been that even though partners may be
able to talk openly about revenge, or even to joke about the
affair, the memory of this type of transgression fades very
slowly in the minds of both partners, if at all - and parti-
cularly sticks in the mind of the "victim." Because the
partner who had the affair may be heavily invested in denial,
and the other partner may be afraid to be seen as bringing up
the affair constantly and not "getting over it," the issue may
seem to be resolved fairly quickly. The therapist who refuses
to collude with this will have to raise the subject themselves
at those times when it feels like it is almost in the air. This
issue often re-surfaces at the end of treatment.

Blended family issues can be therapy-stoppers if one does
not understand the unconscious agendas. For example, in the
situation where the children "hate" the new partner and
defensively idealize the former one, they may insist that their
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I . I K M I 111,ilc .1 rhoiee I I n - p u n - i l l may believe they must
r i i l u ' i lo'.e l l i c new i i i . i i i laj-.e oi I In- "old" children, as the
i > l i c n , i l l u - ( | o i l ' . p i mi1. i n ; i v sense I h i i l they have gained a
i , , . . i i i , , |, | | | i - i i - a s w i - l l u s . M I e l l e c l i v e w a y o f expressing their
Lire ai I In- b reak-up of ihe i r family and become extremely
p e r s i s t e n t in the i r negative a l t i tude . This, combined with an
individual 's possible guilt at leaving a former relationship,
can make the new relationship untenable. There may be
times in working with these couples when an adjunct family
therapist would be helpful.

Serious cultural, religious, or even economic background
differences can become negative influences as the result of
different opinions about child-rearing, or one person even-
tually feeling deprived of their early family life, where they
felt more comfortable. Sometimes individuals are deliberately
attracted to a person of a different background from that in
which they grew up. This can be exciting for a while, but if it
doesn't last, then partners may miss, for example, their
former financial freedom, or religious or traditional family
activities.

If it seems that there is a significant discrepancy in agendas
for coming to therapy, or if the content seems unworkable,
the therapist has to explore this with the couple as soon as it
becomes clear. In the words of the cartoon that opens this
chapter, "heroic measures" might not be in order.

It is at the end of the first session that I explain my
approach in working with couples: that the three of us will
work together to understand what has brought them to this
poin t ; tha t they will be able to talk about anything they
th ink is important; and that we will take our time with the
work, making sure they feel the issues have been dealt with
and that ways of working on future problems have been
incorporated into their relationship. This last point is stated
for the purpose of reassuring them that we will not end the
therapy just because the crises are over. I inform them that I
will ask about their families of origin in the next two sessions
so that I can begin to get caught up with them, to know
them better.
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I always remind the couple tha t the lit w i t h UK- l l i n . i p i . i ||
important, so that they can say wha leve i n tv . l ' , io be s a i . l
Because there are two of them, and ihey have nol hail a
chance to discuss the session w i t h o u t me pivseni , i l u - v . i n -
welcome to do this and then call for an appoin tment m a lew
days. They also have the option of se l l ing up a n o l h e i
meeting right then, with the ability to cancel it twenty-loin
hours in advance. Although couples rarely leave w i t h o u t
making another appointment, I feel it is important to offer
them the chance to do so; this demonstrates respect for their
partnership and also informs them that I expect them to talk
to each other about the session.

History-taking

Unless there is a crisis, I take a complete history of each
individual's family life in the second and third sessions,
focusing on their early and present relationship with each
parent, as well as their view of their parents' marriage.

Their relationship with siblings, which sometimes gains
expression in partner choice (more will be said about this in
the following chapter), and which is usually clearly enacted in
the transference, is interesting and important to hear about.
As one contemporary writer put it,

From the time they are born, our brothers and sisters are
our collaborators and co-conspirators, our role models
and cautionary tales. They are our scolds, protectors,
goads, tormentors, playmates, counsellors, sources of
envy, objects of pride. They teach us how to resolve
conflicts and how not to; how to conduct friendships and
when to walk away from them. Sisters teach brothers
about the mysteries of girls; brothers teach sisters about
the puzzle of boys. Our spouses arrive comparatively late
in our lives; our parents eventually leave us. Our siblings
may be the only people we'll ever know who truly qualify
as partners for life.

(Kluger, 2006, pp. 31-32)
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Sibling issues are particularly noticeable in the history-taking
when people report either a complete lack of contact, or
extremely close contact, with a sibling. It is often productive to
ask: why? Remnants of relationships with siblings can arise in
the way partners fight, particularly about sharing household
tasks, and in the ways that they are able to play and compete
with each other. It is interesting to note whether the partners'
experiences in this area match.

During the history-taking, I also ask about their early
romantic relationships. This could, of course, be a sensitive
area, but I have found that most couples already know this
information about each other. I enquire, gently, about first
sexual experiences and also about significant long-term
relationships and how and why they ended. Of course I never
push someone to talk about a past relationship they may not
want to discuss. Individuals know how their partners will
react to this information better than I do, and I take my lead
from them.

"/ won't he. There have been other pussycats."

Copyright © The New Yorker Collection 1994 Mischa Richter from
cartoonbank.com. All Rights Reserved.

Individual family histories are loaded with rich material about
transference as it will apply to the relationship with the
therapist and, of course, as it applies to their partnership. The
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couple's transferences t o each other, t h r u e x p e c t a t i o n - * <> l i h r
relationship, a n d their attempts t o repl icad- , < > i n - l n - l . i j ' . m r . i .
their parents' marriage and t h e i r r e l a t i o n s h i p w i t h dim
siblings, if applicable, all begin to emerge as OIK- l i s U - i r . i n i l n
history. Hearing the description of each i n d i v i d u a l ' s c . n l \
psychological environment helps everyone i i i i d c i s t a i i d ( l i e -
person's capacity to perform functions of a l t u n e m e n l , con-
taining, and holding for their partner, and to communicate
their emotions and needs to the other.

The process of taking one partner's history in the presence
of the other is extremely productive. The therapist can
observe whether each can allow the other to have the com-
plete spotlight and to talk without correcting them (e.g. "No,
you're wrong. Your mother is actually very controlling!").
We can observe whether they are listening with interest,
whether they seem bored, angry, anxious, or even sad.

I have had several experiences of one partner crying during
the other's story. Anne became very sad when Michael talked
about his brother who had moved away. She told us that
they had been very close to him and that she really missed
him now - this was news for Michael. In the case of Chantal
and Brad, both engineers, to whom the reader has not yet
been introduced, Chantal was emerging from the break-up of
a torrid affair with a colleague, and was certain she wanted
her marriage to Brad to end. She had only complaints and
negative comments to make about Brad, partly by com-
parison to her idealized lover and partly as justification for
the affair. Yet, when I was taking Brad's family history
which, because of the crisis they came in with, only happened
several weeks into the treatment, Chantal warmed up for the
first time, laughing hard about the foibles of his parents; she
joined in with other stories about them, which they both
shared in a surprisingly warm and humorous manner. This
gave the process of history-taking an added usefulness in the
therapy, as it actually provided for a shift in Chantal's
(defensive) critical attitude and, as a result, in Brad's self-
protective defensiveness. I use the term "surprisingly" to
highlight again that, as couples therapists, we know less than
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we think we know about the couple we are treating. They
have lived a history together; we are the outsiders here.

If they haven't already done so, I ask each partner to react
to what they have heard - whether there was anything new
or surprising in the information, and whether they would like
to give their version of the partner's family. This provides
another perspective, which can be very meaningful for the
other partner as well as for the therapist. In my experience,
partners always know the facts of the other's family history;
however, they sometimes have not anticipated how their
partner feels about what has happened in growing up - in
other words, the tone of the affective meat on the factual
bones. Interestingly, as couples learn to work together in
therapy, they will often remember the affective emphases
from the history-taking sessions; this allows them to con-
tribute to their understanding (and interpretation) of the
difficulties they are having. This is co-participation at its best.

After the individual histories, I ask about their relation-
ship, including how they met, the climate of the courtship,
and any break-ups along the way. I ask what attracted them
to each other, which usually presents the first opportunity in
the sessions for warm fuzziness, as partners reminisce about
the other's strengths, sex appeal, and admired personality
features. During this time, we may all note how these feelings
have been lost or changed, and sometimes we notice how the
very qualities that attracted in the beginning have become
irritants. Sometimes we just enjoy the view.

Critical incidents

In taking the history of the relationship, I watch for what I
call critical incidents. These are occurrences, usually in the
joint past of the couple, that had the effect of changing the
course of the relationship, and may or may not be known to
the couple. Sometimes the incident seems blatantly obvious:
Chantal's affair, for example, was an obvious critical incident.
Could their marriage survive this? Sometimes critical inci-
dents are buried in a number of other crises that did not have
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the same near-fatal effect; sometimes tin.- i i i u d u i i n u \
occurred so far in the past that even MR- I l i i ' i a p i s i does n« i
recognize it as a critical incident . I n l a k i n j 1 . < ' h ; m l ; i l am!
Brad's marital history, I was able to deled a i m m h c i <>l o i l i c i
incidents in their past together which may have contributed in
this latest critical incident, so, let's mcd ( ' l i a n i a l a m i Hi ad

This couple had both completed masters degrees a t a
graduate school in Vancouver. Then Chanla l had gone on lor
her Ph.D. to become an academic, while Brad had secured a
high-powered job in their common industry. Chantal was
soon offered an exciting teaching position in Boston, and
although Brad loved his job in Canada, he agreed to go. The
new job he found in Boston involved Brad in a fair amount of
travel and Chantal was left on her own with their new baby a
lot of the time. She became depressed for the first time in her
life. They decided to have a second child, and this led to
further isolation for Chantal, both from Brad, who was
travelling, and from her professional life. In telling the story,
neither one was aware of Chantal's having been depressed
until I labelled it, and certainly neither was aware of the anger
she had stored up against Brad for not being there, nor of the
anger he had stored up against her for the move. During this
early stage, I highlight what I have heard, either by repeating
it with emphasis, or by checking with the other partner as to
whether they would agree with their partner's account. I may
or may not offer an interpretation at this point, depending on
the receptivity of the two individuals.

The empty nesters

When Diane, part of a middle-aged couple, called to make an
appointment for herself and her husband Tom, she was crying.
"We've been married for thirty years, and our kids are all
grown up. This should be the happiest time of our lives
together, but it's been terrible. I don't know what's wrong."

In their first session, this couple appeared to be cautious in
what they reported to me, protecting each other and the
marriage. Tom, a driven and successful businessman, had
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l unwllllnj I " D i a n e . ;i housewife who was
i i r t inH H I '" l l ic i i home, was desperate. The

. i l i n . h i . i n i h , l ivalcd h e i i n f a l l w a s I heir youngest

Copyright © The New Yorker Collection 2001 Lee Lorenz from
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child's leaving home. They described a family life that
included much travel together and many elegant dinner
parties for "Tommy's" clients and business associates,
catered by Diane, but I did not hear of any intimate time
between them that was fun or enjoyable. Tom's social and
emotional involvement seemed to be at the office and the
gym. (He proudly told me he could beat a 30-year-old at
squash.) The now absent children seemed to have been the
recipients of the displaced love they were unable to give to
each other; they described the children as being "a huge
focus of energy and attention." After the history-taking
sessions, Tom called me to ask for an individual appoint-
ment. Suspecting it was "I've-got-a-secret," I said "No, we
have to keep it in the threesome." I later went back and forth
in regretting this decision, as 1 started to think that maybe I
could have helped him, without bringing Diane into it.

In the next session, I heard about the most marvellous
critical incident. Diane had served as a surrogate mother for
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her sister's baby, since her s i s t r r had n i e i i n e earn ei I i n
f i f t een years ago, bil l ha i l p u l an c n m m m i . n . i h .
marriage and on the f ami ly mm. Slic had l -een .u nh . u||\
inseminated with her b ro ther - in - law 's sperm, A l u r l i K i u m
plicating stressor was t h a i t h e y derided in keep ihe \ \ l m l e
pregnancy a secret, as i l was i l l c j - . a l , and I m n \ \ , r , \ \ m u e d
about trusting their ne ighbours and f r i ends . Tom was p i e sen l
at the delivery, trying to be a suppo r t i ve h u s b a n d , bu l in mi I .
things were never the same between them again. In a d d i t i o n ,
Diane felt a bond to the child (a boy), and couldn ' t spend
enough time with him and her sister (who had survived the
cancer), which also put a strain on her relationship with Tom
and their two daughters. I could only imagine how guilty Tom
must feel if he, indeed, were being unfaithful to this angelic
person. I must have communicated something, because some-
how whatever was distracting him seemed to get resolved after
two months of our sessions, and Diane reported he was much
easier to live with. We then explored, in detail, the time of this
pregnancy and the aftermath. Again, this couple did not
present with this problem - maybe they were still trying to
keep it secret - and only mentioned it in passing when we were
talking about these years in their marriage. They had colluded
to not identify it in treatment as a turning point for them - it
was too charged.

In another instance, I saw a couple who had endured an
abortion, approximately two years before coming for
therapy. Neither one even mentioned the abortion until
much later in the treatment. The female partner, as it turned
out, had never forgiven herself or her spouse for this event,
but felt it was not appropriate for her to talk to him, or
anyone else, about it any more. In the case of another couple,
the wife had supported the husband through many years of
study, which had been agreed upon by both, and had built up
a great deal of anger and resentment about this. They came
for treatment well after the period of study was finished,
when the husband was employed in his chosen field. The wife
did not know why she was so angry; she was only conscious
of wanting to separate.
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Other critical incidents may involve one partner's pro-
longed illness or the loss of a job; in these situations, the
other partner's anger may be regarded as an unacceptable
and selfish response, and so it is hardly conscious. Sometimes
the death of a parent can constitute a critical incident, not
only in its obvious effect, but more insidiously in how the
other partner responded - were they helpful or distant, were
they able to hold the grieving partner in the way that was
needed. Seemingly smaller occurrences, such as a parental
visit where one partner feels betrayed, or one partner's nega-
tive response to a vacation that went bad, or even something
particularly hurtful that was said during an argument, can
become a critical incident, that is, a turning-point in the
relationship. There is more chance of built-up anger, resent-
ment, or hurt becoming a fatal critical incident when the
other partner is not aware of how their partner is feeling,
which happens surprisingly often. "She was building a file
on me and I didn't even know it," one man said to me. Are
women more guilty of either harbouring negative feelings
and/or not communicating them?

"If you ask me -what's wrong one more time, I'm going to tell yon."

Copyright © The New Yorker Collection 2001 David Sipress from
cartoonbank.com. All Rights Reserved.
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Often having a baby constitutes a c r i t i c a l m i n i m i , i n
couple's together life is, at leasl t empora r i ly , alV, i r . l i h r u
attention is focused on the baby and nol on c;n.h o i l u - i u l n
may be more true for the mother); i l u - i r hmr l o i v i l u - r is
extremely limited; and they are trying to r u i n - l i o n u i i h con
siderably less sleep. Everyone recogni/cs i l i i s , yd . so im- i im .
the changes after the baby are subt le and go consciously
unnoticed. New mothers are often not interested in sex, and
their partners are forced into the nice guy position of trying
to be sensitive, while not getting much else in the way of
affection and attention. Sometimes women do not resume
their former sexual interest for a year or more, which may
permanently affect the tone and quality of the couple's sex
life. This happens in an underground way, and is usually not
raised spontaneously by the couple as a presenting problem:
the wife may not have realized it; the husband may feel it is
boorish to raise it.

Although some of the time these incidents may have been
felt as a nagging irritant, they may not have been seen as
critical by the couple until highlighted and explored by the
therapist. The partners need encouragement to see these
incidents as critical, and to talk to each other about them,
sometimes for prolonged periods of time. There are times, of
course, when partners cannot forgive, when one incident or
several incidents have become too ingrown in the relation-
ship, and when the damage that has been done is so great,
that the relationship may not be able to be saved.

Critical incidents may become apparent during the first
session when discussing the presenting problems, or while
taking a history of the relationship. However, the couples
therapist still has to be alert for their appearance later on in
the treatment.

Sex as a critical incident

The now familiar question: "Is there sex after marriage?" has
ceased to be surprising or even funny. As we know from our
work with individuals, an active sex life in committed couples
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"Don't get your hopes up, Blister."

Copyright © The New Yorker Collection 2001 Michael Crawford
from cartoonbank.com. All Rights Reserved.

cannot be taken for granted. Often couples will sponta-
neously volunteer information about their sex life in the first
few sessions of the therapy as they are explaining the
problems in their relationship. If, however, they do not, then
it is wise to ask, not only to get the information and to
educate couples that this is something we can talk about
here, but for other reasons as well. There may be an embar-
rassing problem which one partner believes they are protect-
ing the other from by not discussing (e.g. impotency, a lack
of hygiene). There may be practices that one partner is
unhappy with which they feel cannot be discussed. For
example, in one couple I saw, the woman, an ardent and
well-known feminist, had submitted to being tied up by her
male partner during sex against her own wishes. She did not
enjoy this, but felt her partner would leave her if she didn't
cooperate. Often significant differences in level of desire
make individuals reticent to speak. Many couples have more
difficulty communicating with each other about sex than
about any other part of their relationship. This makes it all
the more necessary for them to know that they can use the
holding environment of the therapy to talk in detail about
these very private and sensitive issues.

Getting i tnr tod i

I l av in j ' . sa id I h r , , I I O U . - M - I I , lo m i l i i s u a l h mild i
COllple's S C X I i a l I l k - ( I I I - lo t US nl m i l U - n l k l i t p ' l l l i ' l . i -Vl ' l l l l

they s la r l w i l h l l u s as t h e p i e s e n i n i ) ' p i . . M . m M \ view M •
most of (he psychoanalyt ic l l u - m i s i s drsi i i l > . - . l m i h h , i
chapter, i s t h a i sexua l p i o b l e m s a i e ; i u m l e ) ' i a l p a i l ol N I C
relationship: sexua l a c t i v i t y u s u a l l y expresses needs lo i love,
desire and being desired, car ing, dependency, a t t a c h m e n t ,
holding, and intimacy. Sexual dif f icul t ies are often indicators
of difficulties in these areas of the relationship.

Formulation

In starting therapy with individuals, it is extremely helpful to
think through a beginning formulation after the history-
taking. With couples, I tend to do three, very tentative,
formulations. After each person's history, I write a brief
formulation of my impression of that individual, a sense of
their personality or character, each individual 's object rela-
tions, the defence mechanisms they tend to employ, and a
hunch about how they may be contributing to the relationship
difficulties. I note particularly their relationship to each
parent and their view of their parents' marriage. The th i rd
formulation is about the relationship, which usually com-
prises a brief paragraph on the relationship as patient -
critical incidents, hurdles that have been too big to jump,
sensitive areas, any areas of collusion between the two, and
the natural strengths that have evolved over their time
together. As well, I attempt to identify the more unconscious
forces that flow between the partners, indicating bonds of a
positive (loving) or negative (hating) kind. This latter aspect
constitutes the psychological core of the couple's life together,
not only in the disorders of the relationship, but also in the
healthy, normal functioning process that binds two people
into a pair: a whole that is greater than the mere sum of its
parts (Dicks, 1967).

All of these thoughts about a formulation are necessarily
very rough, as I keep in mind that there is an entity here of
which I am not a part, and for which I have great respect. But
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I do find it helpful to write something, and I also find it
helpful to keep fairly detailed notes after each session as the
work progresses. There is a lot to remember - in the names
and personalities of the family, friends, colleagues, and
fantasies and dreams - of the two individuals.

Chapter 3

Interlude: on love

Here goes, Baby
Here goes
Every worry, every fear goes
Every dull day in the year goes
I'm about to fall in love . . .

(Frank Sinatra, "Ratpack") (composer unknown)

Falling in love

As psychotherapists and psychoanalysts we do not have an
exact definition of love; still, we are all certain that we know
what the term means - it is just hard to articulate.

"Sexuality," "romance," "love:" words that should be
easy for the psychoanalyst, for they refer to direct,
reportable experiences with visible behavioural conse-
quences. Words that draw on common knowledge
requiring at the start neither the microscope of analytic
treatment nor the dark glass of metapsychology. But
these words are not easy to encompass.

(Stoller, 1991, p. 413)

We know the feeling of longing; the fortunate among us
know the ecstatic joy of being submerged in love; and most
of us know the aching experience of the lack of it. We know


